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REGULAR PROMO  

• Cashback up to IDR 2,5 mio  

• Lucky Dip Additional Cashback up to IDR 1,5 mio  

• 0% Installment Up To 12 Months  

 

Accumulated transactions at the 
same merchant on the same day 

Cashback 

Platinum - Titanium – Voyage 90°N 

IDR 10 Mio – IDR 25 Mio IDR 500.000 IDR 600.000 

>IDR 25 Mio – IDR 35 Mio  IDR 1.000.000 IDR 1.200.000 

> IDR 35 Mio  IDR 2.000.000 IDR 2.500.000 

 

Accumulated transactions in the 
travel fair area on the same day 

Lucky Dip  

>IDR 40 Mio 

IDR 200.000 

IDR 500.000 

IDR 1.500.000 

 

TERMS & CONDITIONS:  
1. The OCBC NISP Credit Card program during the Travel Fair is 0% installments up to 12 months and a total cashback 

of up to IDR 4,000,000 

2. Transactions made at travel agents can be changed to 0% Installments by specifying the desired Installment tenor 

3. The installment conversion will be made by Bank OCBC NISP after receiving a report from the travel agent. 

4. Installment conversion process is a maximum of 14 working days after the Travel Fair event ends 

5. Conditions for Departure Period or Stay Period according to the provisions of the selected Travel Agent, Airline 

and/or Hotel 

6. Cancellations or changes to schedules or routes follow the policies of airlines, hotels and/or Travel Agents 

7. Cashback applies to transactions at travel agents who participate in travel fair events and meet the minimum 

accumulated transactions at travel agents according to the cashback table 

8. Cashback does not apply if: 

• Not use OCBC NISP Credit Cards 

• Daily quota has been used up 

• Transactions outside the travel fair event hours (10:00 WIT – 21:00 WIT) and outside the program period (23 – 

26 Feb 2023) 

• Using the same type of Card for the second transaction 

• OCBC NISP Credit Card has not been activated or is in a blocked condition 

9. The total cashback quota is the first 800 transactions during the promo period which will be limited to a daily 

quota 

10. To get cashback, the customer must exchange proof of transaction at the OCBC NISP booth on the same day the 

transaction was made 

11. If the accumulated customer transactions are above IDR 40,000,000 on the same day, the customer has the right 

to take a Lucky Dip with prizes in the form of cashback of up to IDR 1,500,000 (one million five hundred thousand 

rupiah) 

12. Cardholders are only entitled to get a maximum of 1x Cashback and 1x Lucky Dip during the program period 

13. Cashback and Lucky Dip prizes will be received on the customer's main card on the following month's billing 

statement or a maximum of 90 calendar days after the program period ends 
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CASHBACK CLAIM GUIDANCE ON OCBC NISP'S BOOTH REDEMPTION  

1. Customers who have made transactions at the Travel Agent and have received proof of the transaction from the 

travel agent can go to the OCBC NISP booth to get a cashback voucher 

2. At the OCBC NISP booth, the customer shows proof of transaction and the OCBC NISP Credit Card used for the 

transaction 

3. The booth staff will check according to the terms and conditions of the program 

4. If the customer meets the requirements and the cashback quota is still available, the officer will give a cashback 

claim voucher and stamp the customer's transaction receipt 

5. If the accumulated customer transactions are above IDR 40,000,000 (forty million rupiah) on the same day, the 

customer has the right to take a Lucky Dip with prizes in the form of cashback of up to IDR 1,500,000 (one million 

five hundred thousand rupiah) 

6. Cashback and Lucky Dip prizes will be received by the customer's main card on the following month's billing 

statement or a maximum of 90 calendar days after the program period ends 

7. If the cashback/Lucky Dip prize has not been received after 90 calendar days since the program ended, the 

customer can ask TANYA OCBC NISP or through a Travel Agent cashback status by attaching a cashback claim 

voucher and proof of transaction that has been stamped by the OCBC NISP booth officer during the Travel event 

Fair. 

8. Submission of claims will be processed a maximum of 7 working days after the claim is received by OCBC NISP  

 

LIST PARTICIPANTS 

LIST TRAVEL AGENT  

1. FELIA TOUR 19. OMEGA HOLIDAYS 

2. HARYONO TOURS & TRAVEL 20. TOPSON TOUR 

3. INFINITE VACATION 21. EAZY HOLIDAY 

4. MONAS TOURS 22. KAPASAN EXPRESS 

5. MULTI PESONA TOUR 23. SINTER RIA 

6. SMAILING EXPRESS 24. MANNA TOUR 

7. BIANGLALA TOUR 25. LAVENSIA TOUR 

8. CELINDO TOUR️ 26. RODEX 

9. GOLDEN RAMA TOURS & TRAVEL 27. WITA TOUR 

10. GRACINDO TOURS 28. SEVEN WORLD 

11. TX TRAVEL 29. INDOSENTOSA TOUR 

12. ANTAVAYA 30. MURNI TOUR 

13. DWIDAYA TOUR 31. HALLELUJAH TOUR 

14. SATIVA WISATA DUNIA 32. ANTAR SEMESTA 

15. BAYU BUANA TRAVEL 33. VIJAYA TOUR 

16. JAWA INDAH 34. PERFORMA TRAVEL 

17. ALADIN TRAVEL 35. KARMEL TOUR 

18. ORIENT EXPRESS 36. MASKO TOUR  
 


